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The Arctic is a relatively “closed” environment surrounded by five coastal states; relations among these countries pose a diplomatic challenge to China’s more conservative and traditional perspective.1 Because of intensifying global warming, the significance of an ice-free Arctic environment has been gradually realized. At least two consequences could be expected in an Arctic with less ice. First, the seabed-rich in natural resources will be more accessible, exposing untapped resources and making exploitation easier. Second, a reduction of sea ice makes navigable sea routes more navigable. The most convenient sea lane is the one historically referred to as “Northwest Passage,” which shortens the voyage between the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean by 9,000 kilometers.2

Based on rapid changes of natural and political environments initiated both domestically and internationally, Arctic countries have updated their Arctic polices for the region to better cope with new relationships, and to gain advantage in geopolitical competition.3 Changes in the Arctic environment have sparked a chain reaction in the diplomacy among various states. From one perspective, the economic and geopolitical connections between Arctic states and those in other regions in the world have been strengthened. On the other hand, however, the rush for “ownership” over the resources in
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vast areas of the Arctic Ocean is becoming fierce. Accordingly, geopolitical developments may help better inform governance over the Arctic. The current situation, however, illustrates the need to establish a reasonable framework in order to resolve problems before they grow.

Unfortunately, there is currently no Arctic Treaty to provide overall governance of Arctic affairs, and such a treaty is not practicable in the short term. Mechanisms such as the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), Svalbard Treaty, and various other bilateral agreements, already establish a legal basis for the actions of the sovereign coastal states in the Arctic. These instruments hold intrinsic defects, however, that
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